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Universality class of thermally diluted Ising systems at criticality
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The universality class of thermally diluted Ising systems, in which the realization of the disposition of
magnetic atoms and vacancies is taken from the local distribution of spins in the pure original Ising model at
criticality, is investigated by finite size scaling techniques using the Monte Carlo method. We find that the
critical temperature, the critical exponents, and therefore the universality class of these thermally diluted Ising
systems depart markedly from the ones of short-range correlated disordered systems. Our results agree fairly
well with theoretical predictions previously made by Weinrib and Halperin for systems with long-range
correlated disorder.

PACS number~s!: 05.50.1q, 75.10.Nr, 75.40.Mg, 75.50.Lk
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I. INTRODUCTION

During past decades the systems with quenched rand
ness have been intensively studied@1#. The Harris criterion
@2# predicts that weak dilution does not change the chara
of the critical behavior near second-order phase transit
for systems of dimensiond with specific heat exponent lowe
than zero in the pure case~the so calledP systems!, apure
,0⇒npure.2/d, n being the correlation length critical ex
ponent. This criterion has been supported by ren
malization-group~RG! @3–5# and scaling analyses@6#. The
effect of strong dilution was studied by Chayeset al. @7#.
For apure.0 ~the so-calledR systems!, the Ising three-
dimensional~3D! case, for example, the system fixed po
flows from a pure~undiluted! fixed point toward a new stabl
fixed point@3–8# at whicha random,0. Recently, Ballesteros
et al.have used the Monte Carlo~MC! approach to study the
diluted Ising systems in two@9#, three@10#, and four dimen-
sions@11#. The existence of a new universality class for t
random diluted Ising system~RDIS!, different from that of
the pure Ising model and independent of the average den
of occupied spin states (p), is proved, using an infinite vol
ume extrapolation technique@10# based upon the leadin
correction to scaling. The critical exponents obtained t
way could be compared with the experimental critical exp
nents for a random disposition of vacancies in diluted m
netic systems@12#.

In all cases previously mentioned, frozen disorder w
always produced in a random way, that is, vacancies w
distributed throughout the latticerandomly. Real systems
however, can be realized with other kinds of disorder, wh
the vacancy locations are correlated. In particular, long-ra
correlation~LRC! has been found in x-ray and neutron cri
cal scattering experiments in systems undergoing magn
and structural phase transitions@13,14#. This effect has been
modeled by assuming a spatial distribution of critical te
peratures obeying a power lawg(x);x2a for large separa-
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tions x @15#. In general, these systems behave in a way v
different from RDIS, since systems with randomly distri
uted impurities may be considered as the limit case of sh
range correlated~SRC! distributions of the vacancies. Th
basic approach to the critical phenomena of LRC syste
was established by Weinrib and Halperin@16# almost two
decades ago. They found that the Harris criterion can
extended for these cases, showing that fora,d, the disorder,
is irrelevant ifanpure22.0, and that in the case of relevan
disorder, a new universality class~and a new fixed point!
with correlation length exponentn52/a, and a specific hea
exponenta52(a2d)/a appears. In contrast, ifa.d, the
usual Harris criterion for SRC systems is recovered. LR
disorder has been studied also by the Monte Carlo appro
@17#. In this case a correlation functiong(x)5x2a with a
52 ~defects consisting in randomly oriented lines of ma
netic vacancies inside a three-dimensional Ising system! con-
firmed the theoretical predictions of Weinrib and Halperin

In the present paper, we will study Ising thre
dimensional systems where the long-range correlated d
tion has been introduced as a thermal order-disorder di
bution of vacancies in equilibrium, governed by
characteristic ordering temperature (u), in a way similar to
the thermal disordering in a binary alloy of magnetic~spins!
and nonmagnetic atoms~vacancies!. ~See previous work@18#
and also the application of this kind of disorder in perco
tion problems@19#.! Making more explicit the analogy with
order-disorder in alloys, we may distinguish clearly betwe
the following cases.

~i! Thermally dilutedIsing system realizations~TDIS!, in
which the quenched randomness is produced by conside
a ferromagnetic Ising system at (u5Tc

3D, Tc
3D being the

critical temperature of the pure 3D Ising model!: after ther-
malization, the spins of the dominant type~concentrationc
>0.5) are taken as the locations of the magnetic atoms,
the rest are taken as the magnetic vacancies. The structu
the realization is fixed thereafter for all temperatures
which the magnetic interactions are subsequently inve
gated.

~ii ! Random dilutedIsing system realizations~RDIS!
191 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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~equivalent tou..Tc
3D), also fixed thereafter for all tem

peratures at which the spin interactions are investigated
course, we chose for comparison a vacancy probabilitp
50.5, resulting inc'0.5.

~iii ! As a third possibility, not considered here, one cou
investigate what might be called anantiferromagnetically
diluted Ising system~with u,,TN

3D, TN
3D being the critical

temperature of the pure 3D antiferromagnetic Ising mod!,
which would lead to a disposition of nonmagnetic ato
~vacancies! strictly alternating with spins, withc50.5.

So, if this ordering temperatureu determining the particu-
lar realization is high enough, the equilibrium thermal dis
der will be very similar to the random~short-range corre-
lated! disorder of the usual previous investigations. On
other hand, ifu happens to coincide with the characteris
magnetic critical temperature (Tc

3D54.511 617) of the undi-
luted system, we will have vacancies in randomly loca
points, but with a long-range correlated distribution.~Note
that the situation differs markedly from that of previous
studied LRC systems, in whichlines or planesof vacancies
were considered.! The correlation of our TDIS is given by
value a522hpure , wherehpure is the correlation function
exponent for the pure system. Sinced53 andhpure50.03
for the three-dimensional Ising system, we have a long-ra
correlated disorder witha51.97,35d. So, we are in the
case where LRC disorder is relevant and we should dete
change of universality class with respect to the SRC c
~following Weinrib and Halperin, we expect for the the
mally diluted Ising systemn'1 anda'21). Details about
the construction of these thermally diluted Ising syste
~TDIS! can be found in Ref.@18#. In the present work, we
study the critical behavior and the university class of thr
dimensional TDIS at criticality using the Monte Carlo a
proach. We will compare our results with the critical beha
ior of the RDIS.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II, w
study the dependence of the critical temperature~and of the
self-averaging at criticality! with the size of the system fo
both TDIS and RDIS. Once the critical point is determine
we investigate whether or not TDIS and RDIS belong to
same universality class. In order to proceed, we study
critical behavior of both kinds of systems by applying fin
size scaling techniques~Sec. III! and by using the effective
exponent approach~Sec. IV!. A summary of the main result
and concluding remarks is given in Sec. V.

II. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AND
SELF-AVERAGING OF THERMALLY DILUTED

SYSTEMS

For a hypercubic sample of linear dimensionL and num-
ber of sitesN5Ld, any observable singular propertyX has
different values for the different random realizations of t
disorder, corresponding to the same dilution probabilityp
~grand-canonical constraint!. This means thatX behaves as a
stochastic variable with averageX̄ ~in the following, the
overbar indicates average over subsequent realizations o
dilution and the brackets indicate MC average!. The variance
would then be (DX)2, and the normalized square width, co
respondingly:
f
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the

RX5~DX!2/X̄2. ~1!

A system is said to exhibit self-averaging~SA! if RX→0 as
L→`. If the system is away from criticality,L..j ~being
j the correlation length!. The central limit theorem indicate
that strong SA must be expected in this case. However,
behavior of a ferromagnet at criticality~with j..L) is not
so obvious. This point has been studied recently for sh
range correlated quenched disorder. Aharony and Harris,
ing a renormalization-group analysis ind542« dimensions,
proved the expectation of a rigorous absence of s
averaging in critically random ferromagnets@20#. More re-
cently, Monte Carlo simulations were used to investigate
self-averaging in critically disordered magnetic syste
@10,21,22#. The absence of self-averaging was confirm
The normalized square widthRX is a universal quantity af-
fected just by correction to scaling terms. LRC diluted sy
tems are expected to have different critical exponents
different normalized square widths with respect to those
the usual randomly disordered systems studied previous

We perform Monte Carlo calculations of the magnetiz
tion and the susceptibility@x5(^M2&2^M &2)/T# per spin at
different temperatures for different realizations of TDIS, a
for randomly diluted systems withp50.5 ~restricting toc
.0.5) using in both cases the Wolff@23# single cluster al-
gorithm @24# with periodic boundary conditions, on lattice
of different sizesL510,20,40,60,80,100. Results for susce
tibility vs temperature are shown in Fig. 1. Note how, due
the existence of randomness, the susceptibility points do
collapse into a single curve, since each realization has a
ferent value of the critical temperature and of the concen
tion. This is even more clear for small values ofL and for the
critically thermal case~white points!. Figure 1 indicates tha
the critical temperature of the TDIS clearly differs from th
of the RDIS, and also than the effect of the dilution on t
lack of self-averaging seems to be stronger in the therm
diluted Ising case. The critical temperature may be obtai
at the point where the normalized square width for the s

FIG. 1. Susceptibilityx vs temperatureT for random dilution
realizations (p50.5) ~black! and critical thermal dilution realiza-
tions ~white!. The size of the systems under consideration is giv
by L520,40,80. All temperatures are given in dimensionle
(J/kB51) units.
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ceptibility Rx reaches its maximum. A different value of th
critical temperature does not imply, of course, a differe
universality class. However, from the dependence of
critical temperature with the length of the system, we exp
to detect a change in universality between TDIS and RD
following the scaling relation

Tc~L !5Tc~`!1AL21/n, ~2!

n being the critical exponent associated with the spec
system’s correlation length. This critical exponent has b
determined by means of Monte Carlo data for the rand
case by Ballesteroset al. @10#. They found a valuen random
50.683. On the other hand, since TDIS are systems w
long-range correlated disorder, the result by Weinrib a
Halperin @16#, obtained by renormalization-group expansi
in e542d,d542a, indicates that the critical exponent e
pected for the TDIS should ben thermal52/a. Thermally di-
luted Ising systems havea522hpure51.97, so we expec
to find in our simulations a valuen thermal51.015. Figure 2
represents the dependence of the critical temperature
respect to the length of the systems for random and ther
dilutions. In both cases, a fit to Eq.~2! has been performed
for both valuesn5n random50.683 ~continuous line! and n
5n thermal51.015 ~dashed line!. Note how the thermal data
better fit Eq.~2! for Tc(L) usingn thermal, indicating a pos-
sible change in universality class with respect to the rand
case.~If we fit the data leaving all parameters free, we fi
n random'0.7 andn thermal'1.2, which are very near the ex
pected results.! The extrapolated values of critical temper
tures for infinite systems obtained this way areTc

random(`)

FIG. 2. Semilogarithmic representation of critical temperat
Tc vs lengthL for random dilution (p50.5) ~black! and for thermal
dilution ~white!. The continuous line is the fit obtained usingn
50.6837~short-range correlated random exponent! and dashed line
the fit obtained usingn51.015~long-range correlated exponent,a
51.97) in either case. Inset shows, in log-log form, the increm
in the critical temperature due to finite size effects vs 1/L for RDIS
and TDIS systems. Linear fits are also presented. Note the di
ence between both slopes due to the different values ofn.
t
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51.84560.003 ~close to the values previously obtained b
Ballesteros et al. @10#! and Tc

thermal(`)53.26960.002
@clearly different fromTc(`) for the SRC case#. Inciden-
tally, n thermal can be compared withn for the observed sharp
component in neutron scattering line shapes, which is aro
1.3 for Tb @14#. This point deserves more careful analys
and will be taken up elsewhere.

Once the critical temperatures are known, we can perfo
simulations for the magnetization and the susceptibility
criticality for several realizations of thermal and random
luted systems in an effort to determine the value ofRx , the
normalized square width for the susceptibility. We went
to 500 realizations forL510,20,40, and up to 200 realiza
tions for L560,80. Results are shown in Fig. 3. The arro
represents the~concentration independent! Rx value obtained
by Ballesteroset al. @10#. The straight continuous line repre
sents the average value obtained for random dilution d
and the straight dashed line gives the average value obta
for thermal dilution data. Note that the TDIS presents a la
of self-averaging around one order of magnitude larger t
the RDIS. We have already presented a similar analysis
both kinds of dilution@18#, but only at the critical tempera
ture characteristic of the random system. Our results are not
precise enough to specify accurately the evolution of the n
malized square width as a function ofL governed by correc-
tions to scaling terms. However, the average we obtain
Rx

random50.155 is close to the value previously reported@10#
by means of infinite volume extrapolations. For the therm
case, we obtainRx

thermal51.19, about one order of magn
tude larger than for random dilution. In this case an evolut
of Rx

thermal vs L given by correction to scaling terms may b
also expected, but according to Weinrib and Halperin@16#
the analysis would be even more complicated, due to the
that the long range correlated disordered systems pre
complex oscillating corrections to scaling.

III. CRITICAL BEHAVIOR AND EXPONENTS OF
THERMALLY DILUTED SYSTEMS

The dispersion in concentration and magnetization
criticality between the different realizations is shown at

e

t

r-

FIG. 3. Log-log plot of the normalized square width for th
susceptibility at criticalityRx vs lengthL for random dilution (p
50.5) ~black! and thermal dilution~white!.
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glance in scattered plots as in Ref.@18#. Each point in Fig. 4
represents a single realization with magnetization at critic
ity ~M! and concentration (c). Note that in both cases~TDIS
and RDIS!, the dispersion on the magnetization and on
concentration decreases withL, but this is more clearly
shown in the thermal case. Figure 4 shows clearly the dif
ence in behavior between therandomand thermalcases, at
least up to the values ofL considered.

From Fig. 4 we can extract averaged values for the m
netization and the inverse susceptibility,M̄ and x21 ~with
x5^M2& at the critical point! for the TDIS. Both averaged
values are expected to fit the following scaling laws at cr
cality:

M ~L !}L2b/n, ~3!

x21~L !}L2g/n. ~4!

Considering (1/n) thermal5a/250.985, we can obtain
from our data the values ofb thermal and g thermal ~see, for
instance, the fitting for the inverse of the susceptibility
Fig. 5!. We get b thermal50.5660.05 and g thermal51.91
60.06, very close to the predicted values by Weinrib a
Halperin @16#. Using the scaling relation

a5222b2g, ~5!

we obtain the following specific heat critical exponen
a thermal52160.1. Weinrib and Halperin give for LRC sys
tems @16# a521, in good agreement with our result. A
analogous analysis has been performed but using the dis
sion in magnetization and inverse susceptibility instead
the averaged values. The results are similar. The same s
has been made for the random case~also shown in Fig. 5!.
The critical exponents obtained are in agreement with th
of Ballesteroset al. @10# within our error bars.

The average concentration for the thermal system is
expected to show a scaling law behavior given by

@c~L !20.5#}L2(b/n)3D, ~6!

FIG. 4. Scattered plot of magnetizationM at the critical tem-
perature vs concentrationc for the realizations considered of th
random (p50.5) and the thermal dilutions. (L520,40,60,80.)
l-

e

r-
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d
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where (b/n)3D.0.52 gives the values corresponding to t
pure three-dimensional Ising case, because in critically th
mally diluted Ising systems, vacancies are distributed w
the samelong-range correlationspin distribution function as
in the pure case@18#. The fit to the average value of th
concentrations shown in Fig. 4 give, for the thermal case
value (b/n)3D.0.5560.08. This implies also a clear differ
ence between RDIS and TDIS, since Ising systems with
cancies randomly distributed are not expected to follow
scaling behavior with (b/n)3D . ~Fitting to a scaling law the
results for RDIS give an exponent around 1.4, which impl
a much faster convergence toc50.5).

IV. EFFECTIVE EXPONENTS AND POSSIBLE
CROSSOVER FOR FINITE SYSTEMS

The difference between the universality class of RDIS a
TDIS can be detected also by means of the effective crit
exponents. In the case of the magnetization the effec
critical exponent is defined by

be f f[] log10~M !/] log10~ t ! ~ t5Tc
i 2T!, ~7!

with Tc
i the critical temperature of theparticular realization

~i! characterized by a maximum of the susceptibilityx
5^M2&2^M &2). For L→` and t→0, be f f5b. Finite size
effects force the effective critical exponent to drop to ze
before the critical value is attained. However, sin
b random50.3546~Ref. @10#!, andb thermal is expected to be
around 0.5~Ref. @16#!, effective critical exponents~for the
thermal case! may rise to values greater than 0.3546 a
lower than 0.5, before finite size effects appear, indicat
the difference of universality class between both kinds
systems. In the RDIS, the effective critical exponent is e
pected to be always lower than 0.3546. Monte Carlo simu
tions of magnetization vs temperature have been perform
for randomly (p50.5) and thermally diluted systems, wit

FIG. 5. Average value of the inverse of the susceptibil
x21(L) vs the length of the systemL for the random dilution (p
50.5) case~black! and the thermal dilution case~white!. Continu-
ous line and dashed line indicate fits to the random and the the
cases, respectively.
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L580. In Fig. 6 we show the results forbe f f vs ln(t) for two
samples of the TDIS and the RDIS type, respectively. T
randomeffective critical exponent is always under 0.35 a
it seems to tend toward this value for large enoughL, as
expected, but forthermalsystems the behavior is complete
different: In the figure the value of the critical thermal effe
tive exponent is between 0.35 and 0.5. An analogous inv
tigation has been done for different values ofL and different
realizations. The same effect has been found for loweL
values. However, we may note that in TDIS the effect
critical exponent arrives at the maximum in a very differe
way depending on the realization. The reason is twofold:~1!
the differentdispositionof the vacancies in each particula
realization, and~2! the large differences inconcentrationfor
the thermal case~the rise ofbe f f toward the expected dilute
universality value should be faster forc closer to 0.5!. It may
be noted that as the size~L! of the sample increases th
possibility of local inhomogeneities in the TDIS realizatio
increases, giving rise to such phenomena as pseudo-do
peaks in the susceptibility, reduced values for the ove
critical exponents, etc. However, it is important to rema
than in all realizations investigated thebe f f values of the
TDIS ~before finite size effects take over!, have been clearly
superior to theb for the RDIS.

FIG. 6. Effective critical magnetization exponentbe f f vs ln(t),
with t5Tc

i 2T, for the thermal dilution case~white! and the random
dilution (p50.5) case~black!. The realizations considered corre
spond toL580.
z
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In Fig. 6 the effective critical exponent for the therm
case seems to produce a crossover towardb50.35 as the
temperature approaches the critical point, before finite s
effects finally appear. In principle this might be influenc
by the indetermination in the measurement of the particu
critical temperature of the realization. However, this cro
over may point out that different length scales might be i
portant at different distance from the critical point. In pri
ciple characteristic lengths such as the size of the fi
vacancies and spin clusters, the size of the system itself
the thermal spin fluctuations might all play a role. The po
sibility that for L→` and c50.5 the apparent crossove
could disappear altogether should not be excluded, enta
no crossover from critical thermal to random universal
class.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

To summarize, a way to produce diluted Ising syste
with a long-range correlated distribution of vacancies h
been analyzed by means of Monte Carlo calculations
finite size scaling techniques. We find a universality cla
different from that reported for diluted Ising systems wi
short-range correlated disorder. Our systems may be
cluded in the universality class predicted by Weinrib a
Halperin for a'2. This kind of thermal disorder had bee
already applied in percolation problems, but as far as
know it had never been applied to magnetic systems
which long-range correlated disorder has been previou
produced mostly by random distribution of lines or planes
vacancies. The present dilution procedure may be applic
to systems where the long-range correlated disorder is
due to dislocations, preferential lines or planes of vacanc
but to systems where the vacancies~points! are critically
distributed in clusters as in the case of order-disorder s
tems.
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